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building basics



Don’t Call It Sandpaper! Understanding abrasive papers Bob Whittier



D



uring the 19th century tradesmen started using a manufactured product called “sandpaper” to smooth or clean the surfaces of whatever they were working on. Gluing selected and screened sand to a suitably strong paper suggested the name, and it quickly became part of our language. The term is so generic that it



sometimes causes confusion. Hardware and paint stores carry several kinds of “sandpaper,” and unless you’re familiar with the properties and appropriate uses of each, you may experience poor results. Some knowledge of the history and characteristics of the abrasive grains now in wide use is both interesting and useful. Coating a suitably strong paper



Sanding fine aircraft surfaces calls for the delicate, carefully controlled use of abrasive paper. This is best done by hand. Here’s a good way to use the paper. Top, fold and tear into two pieces. Then fold each piece two times as shown. This creates handy
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pads as shown in center picture. When one working surface dulls, refold the pad to bring a fresh surface into play. The three layers of paper minimize the tendency of fingertip pressure to produce streaks in the sanded surface.



2) Fold like this



JIM KOEPNICK PHOTOS



1) Sheet of abrasive paper



with animal hide glue and sifting sand onto it made early abrasive paper. Once the glue was dry, unattached sand grains were dumped off, and that was that. This sandpaper proved so useful that much effort was put into developing what are properly called abrasive papers. As found in nature, sand varies appreciably in hardness and surface condition. Under a microscope,



grains gathered from sand dunes have rounded edges as a result of rubbing against one another incessantly while the wind blows them about.



Flints & Oxides Progress in manufacturing “sandpaper” was made when machinery was developed to crush and grind chunks of quartz into fine grains with sharp edges. The quartz selected for crushing led to the use of a new term, “flint paper.” Experienced craftsmen seldom use the common, low-priced “sandpaper.” The most common use for flint paper today is to smooth off house and similar paints, to clean fuzziness off fresh primer, or to clean dirty old painted surfaces. While better than common sand, grains of flint can lose their sharpness too easily to be suitable for use in modern electric sanders. Because of its low cost, house painters use flint paper until its surface is clogged, and then discard it. Flint paper has practically no use in aircraft work.



With no knowledge of the fine points of modern abrasive papers, some people tend to make the mistake of using a piece of it long after its grains have lost their sharp edges. They think of abrasive paper as being a rubbing tool. But it is really a cutting tool, however small the shavings it takes off may seem. Under a microscope they look like the curled shavings that have been plowed off surfaces by other kinds



of cutting tools, such as planes and drawknives. One learns by experience when a piece of abrasive paper has stopped cutting and begun to burnish. Flint paper is still readily available, but as the industrial revolution progressed, workers needed better abrasive papers, cloths, and grinding wheels. Manufacturers introduced garnet paper, which uses a semiprecious mineral by that name.



If you are looking for performance, we sell it! FAA certified Hydraulic or Electric Constant Speed Propellers for all high performance aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN’s, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-blade designs available up to 2000 hp. National, European and World Aerobatic Champions win with our specially designed, light weight, low noise and high performance propellers.



FAA STC for Pitts S2A and S2B, Cessna 172, 182, T/P210, Piper PA 46-310P/350P, PA60-601, 602 and more. Headquarters:



Service Center:



MT-Propeller Entwicklung GmbH MT-Propeller USA, Inc. Flugplatz Straubing-Wallmühle 1180 Airport Terminal Drive D-94348 Atting, Germany De Land, FL 32724 Tel: 011-49-9429-94090, Fax: 011-49-9429-8432 Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected] e-mail: [email protected] Internet: www.mt-propeller.com



Fly straight



to final assembly! Jump-Start Options



Jump Start Wings: • Leading edge and lower skins installed. • All flight control brackets and pulleys installed. • Anti-corrosion primer applied to all interior aluminum surfaces prior to assembly. • Upper skins fitted, drilled, dimpled and ready to rivet. • Strut beam assemblies installed.



3) Work surface



Ailerons and Flaps: • Completed (Included in Wing Jump Start)



ALL NEW WEBSITE! www.newglastar.com New GlaStar Ph: 360.435.8533 x232 Fax: 360.435.9525
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Jump Start Fuselage: • Composite shells fitted, laminated together and fastened to cage. • External seams fitted, gel-coated and buffed to match. • Top deck installed. • All 5 bulkheads installed. • COM antenna installed. • Inside visible shell surfaces finished with Zolatone grey speckle interior paint.



Jump Start Tail: • Rudder: Complete, less trim tab and tip. • Stabilizer: Complete, less tips. • Elevator: Complete, less trim tab and tips.



building basics Easily identified by its reddish tint, garnet paper is still used by woodworkers, and its greater durability encouraged the development of electric sanders. Another natural abrasive is crocus, which has nothing to do with the flower that has the same name, rather it’s a fine powder made from oxide. Available in both standard 9by-11-inch sheets and in rolls, it’s used for polishing metal. It has a gentle and fine cutting action, and aircraft workers occasionally use it.



Silicon Carbide By 1890, electricity led to new opportunities and developments, including a way to manufacture an abrasive called aluminum oxide. Heating bauxite, an aluminum ore, in an electric arc furnace created a hard abrasive. Grayish brown in color, it does not have the extreme hardness of silicon carbide (see below), but it’s unusually tough and durable. It’s used both for grinding and polishing metals and for sanding both bare wood and painted surfaces. The longer useful life of a piece of aluminum oxide abrasive paper offsets its higher cost compared to flint paper. Made by putting silica sand, sawdust, coke, and salt into an electric furnace, silicon carbide is the hardest and sharpest abrasive in wide use. Its appearance is shiny black, and it has a wide range of uses in various manufacturing fields. Airplane painters, automobile body specialists, and others use it in the form of “wet-ordry” abrasive paper. The abrasive grains are glued to a special paper that won’t disintegrate when wet. For fine finishing work, this paper is kept wet by dipping it frequently into water. This liquid serves to absorb and keep the very small dust particles from flying about in the air. It also lubricates the work being done and minimizes clogging of the paper’s surface with dust. 80
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Abrasive Papers This table is a useful guide to choosing abrasive paper for typical applications. Grade



Description



Use



16 20 24



very coarse very coarse very coarse



very rough work; unplanned wood; initial machine sanding of floors



30



coarse



initial sanding when necessary



60 80 100



medium medium medium



intermediate sanding, especially of softwood



120 150 180



fine fine fine



preparatory sanding of hardwoods; final smoothing, especially of softwoods



220 240 280



very fine very fine very fine



final sanding; sanding between finish coats



320 360 400



extra fine extra fine extra fine



sanding between finish coats; smoothing the final coat of finish



500 600



super fine super fine



sanding metal, plastic, and ceramics



When using this abrasive paper, the tendency of the somewhat brittle silicon carbide particles is to break down sooner than do those of aluminum oxide. When starting to use a fresh piece of wet-or-dry abrasive paper, you can feel it “bite” and “pull” on the work surface. After a while, you can easily sense this feel diminishing. That’s how you know it’s time to switch to fresh paper. The floor of an airplane painting shop is typically littered with discarded paper because most builders and restorers trade the cost of silicon carbide paper for its ability to produce fine surfaces. While hide glue was (and still is) used for affixing flint grains to “sandpaper,” resin-type adhesives are used for modern papers. Weight



and composition of the base paper varies noticeably, being chosen to best suit the kind of sanding work each type and grain of abrasive paper is to be used for. As even a tough paper will tear under vigorous use, a suitably strong yet flexible fabric is used as a base for abrasive belt-type electric sanders. What is called “open coat” abrasive paper has only from 50 to 70 percent of the paper surface covered with grit, and it is used in production work for sanding softer surfaces where the chips have a tendency to clog the surface and reduce cutting action. Paper sold for general use is of the “closed coat” type. Power sanders are not used when finishing fabric-covered airplane



surfaces. Their sanding action is so vigorous as to readily cut into—and then through—airplane finishes and fabric. It’s easy to cut through the small but tangible lumps created in pinked finishing tape by the rib lacing cord. The sensitive pressure control and navigable capability of hand sanding, while tedious, is desired.



With no knowledge of the fine points of modern abrasive papers, some people tend to make the mistake of using a piece of it long after its grains have lost their sharp edges.



Selecting a Paper Experience is the best teacher when it comes to choosing the size of abrasive particles for any particular task. Persons with no mechanical experience are likely to choose much too coarse a grain size, assuming that it will cut faster. It will, but this is not good because the large abrasive grains will produce scratches in the work surface that will likely show through the final coat of finish. It’s much better to start with a medium-fine grain size and use smaller sizes for the final and much



smoother finished surface. Another common mistake is to bear down too hard. Doing so is akin to pushing wood too hard into a circular saw expecting that this will produce faster cutting. It won’t! Use light to moderate pressure with plenty of hand movement, and let the sharpness of the abrasive grains do the work of cutting. To learn more, find books on woodworking, automotive refinishing, and hand tools in your local public library. Most contain sec-



tions on choosing and using abrasive paper to good advantage. While at the library, find the addresses of prominent “sandpaper” manufacturers such as the 3M Corp., Behr-Manning, and the Carborundum Co. Write to them identifying yourself as a home workshop enthusiast and ask them to send you whatever literature they may have on choosing and using abrasive papers. Just don’t identify yourself as a duffer by using the word “sandpaper”!
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